A concept for electromagnetic navigated targeting of liver tumors using an angiographic approach.
The benefits of using navigation technology for percutaneous local ablation of selected hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) have been shown. Due to additional efforts in the procedural workflow, barriers to introducing navigation systems on a broad clinical level remain high. In this work, initial steps toward a novel concept for simple and precise targeting of HCC are evaluated. The proposed technique is based on an angiographic approach using an intrahepatic electromagnetic (EM) reference, for consecutive percutaneous navigated positioning of ablation probes. We evaluated the environmental influence of the angiography suite on EM tracking accuracy, the measurement of a 3 D offset from two 2 D fluoroscopy images, and the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed approach in a porcine liver model. The C-arm had a major influence on EM tracking accuracy, with an error up to 3.8 mm. The methodology applied for measurement of a 3 D offset from 2 D fluoroscopy images was confirmed to be feasible with a mean error of 0.76 mm. In the porcine liver model experiment, the overall target positioning error (TPE) was 2.0 mm and time for navigated targeting was 17.9 seconds, when using a tracked ablation probe. The initial methodology of the proposed technique was confirmed to be feasible, introducing a novel concept for simple and precise navigated targeting of HCC.